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Choose one of these two options. If
you already have an account, login. If
you don’t have an account, create an

account.
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Choose a time and click on “reserve” in the
corresponding time & court
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Choose a reservation type first. If you only have 2
players on a court, choose singles. If you have 4+

attending, choose doubles.
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Choose the length of time you’d like to book forChoose the length of time you’d like to book for



Two options for adding your other attendees:Two options for adding your other attendees:

Option 1: If the other attendees are members add them
by typing in their name here
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Option 2: If the other attendees are not members click
on the number of guests joining the reservation
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You’ll need to let us know each guest’s name so we are
able to check them in upon arrival. Every person that

enters the facility is required to check in. Members are
able to self check-in at our Self Service Kiosk. When all
names are entered into the system you’ll see the total

cost for the booking. Click “save”
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If you already have a payment profile in our system,
you can have the booking charge directly to your card.
If not, simply follow the checkout process on this page
and click “pay”. You’ll receive a booking confirmation

and your booking is complete!
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